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DRIFT ICE

Drift ice, also ca-
lled brash ice, is
sea ice that is

not attached to the
shoreline or any other
fixed object. Unlike
fast ice, which is “fas-
tened” to a fixed
object, drift ice is carried along by winds and
sea currents, hence its name. When drift ice is
driven together into a large single mass, it is
called pack ice. 
WORLD’S FURTHEST SOUTHERN

DRIFT ICE 

HOKKAIDO IN JAPAN is
the world’s

f u r -
t h e s t -

southern area where drift ice
(Ryuhyo) reaches the seashore.
From early February, drift ice
floes start arriving on the
Hokkaido shores of the Sea of
Okhotsk — gradually nearing
Monbetsu and Abashiri, moving
around the Shiretoko Peninsula, and
eventually reaching the shore of
Rausu. Ice Floes can be viewed from
inland, but if you want a closer look,
it’s best to take a cruise tour. 

DRIFT BOTTLE PROJECT BY
STUDENTS: Starting from the first
students’ expedition on the Ice Arctic
in 2001, children have been participat-
ing in ocean research in many ways,
but none as hands-on as the annual
bottle drop.

ANNUAL BOTTLE DROP: Glass
bottles stuffed with GPS coordinates,

contact information,
and a personalised

note, are sealed with
wax and pitched off the back

deck, where they drift with the ocean

currents, sometimes turning up on
distant shores, such as Ireland, the
UK, Spain or Iceland.

WHO INTRODUCED IT? This proj-
ect was brought to ‘Students on Ice’
through Eddy Carmack, a world-
renowned oceanographer based at
the Institute of Ocean Sciences in
Sidney, British Columbia, who joined
the first Arctic expedition and sec-
ond Antarctic expedition in 2001.

HOW DOES THE EXPERIMENT

HELP? ■ These bottles are a power-
ful and inexpensive way to study
ocean surface currents through citi-
zen science. 
■ After collecting and plotting data for
the retrieved bottles, analysis has fur-
ther confirmed that the Gulf Stream
moves debris towards Europe. 
■ This knowledge is quite interesting
when considering the possibility of
oil spills at current or proposed
drilling platforms on Can ada’s East
Coast, or the Eastern Arctic, and
where currents would take the oil. 

Description, by itself, is a simple word that
most of us are familiar with. When we por-
tray something or someone in detail, it is

considered a description. However, it assumes a
much deeper significance when seen through the
lens of creative writing. 

Ever wondered why creative writing is called
so? One of the facets of creative writing is writ-
ing through ‘suggestion’. What do I mean by that?
I mean rather than spoon-feeding the reader the
emotion that the character is feeling (and the re-
sulting emotion the reader is supposed to feel),
use ‘descriptions’ of the surrounding space and
elements to communicate/convey the mood or
emotion. For instance, rather than simply stat-
ing Rahul felt nervous during the exam, a de-
scriptive sentence such as: Rahul’s feet twitched
furiously in his shoes and his hands rolled the
pencil frantically, as beads of sweat formed on
his forehead while he sat waiting for the exam
paper to be handed over to him. Now this sen-
tence does not directly state that Rahul is nerv-

ous, rather through
describing the situ-
ation, creates the
mood and emotion. 

The use of lan-
guage that astutely
observes and re-
counts the ‘atmos-
phere’ of the situa-
tion can create a vi-
sually sumptuous
piece of writing
that brings alive the
scene much more
vividly than mere-
ly mentioning the
emotion directly. 

CLASSROOMS TO EXPERIENCE ZONES

DESCRIPTION
By Kartik Bajoria
Jaipur-based
Communication Skills
Educator & Writer

DIGITS, NUMERALS, AND NUMBERS

The 10 mathematical symbols 0, 1, … 9 are the digits
(like the alphabets of languages). Using digits we make
numerals (7, 35, 879, …), and numbers (7 pens, 35 chil-

dren, ̀ 897, …). Numbers have two kind of information - mag-
nitude (e.g., 7), and unit (pen). Interestingly, lack of ‘num-
bers’ in school math is one big reason of poor quality math
education. ‘7 + 3 = 10’ in school math because 7 and 3 are 
numerals; as numbers, the sum is rarely 10 (e.g., ‘7 years +
3 months’ has nothing 10 about it) ! 
A confusion: Decimal numbers need not have '.' in them,
e.g., 34 is as decimal as 98.3.
Why we use decimal (0 - 9) digits number system? It’s
the easiest one to write numbers (189076 and 289176 are dif-
ferent only by 100000 and 100) and apply operations on them
(briefly discussed later). 
Other number systems we use:We all use different kinds
of number, e.g., binary for computers, dozen, 60 (1 minute
= 60 seconds).
Making of Numbers (using packets of quantities):The
(positional) decimal numbers we use are made of distinct
kind of packets of quantity — ones, tens, hundreds, thou-
sands, etc. and there can only be up to 9 packets of each kind
in a number. And each position/place in a number is a
unique-sized packet as determined by its place, e.g., the first
3 from left in 334 is made of 100s (3 of them), and the next 3
is made of 10s (3 of them).

Outcomes of counting and measurement are expressed
through numbers. Numbers express the magnitude/quan-
tity of something, or some physical characteristics
(height, density, speed, etc).  Numbers are essentially
symbols of a special kind — help us uniquely symbolise
counting. D is for Decimal numbers (a kind of numbers)
because we use them in education and business.

DEVADASI

Mahia Bashir writes for Times NIE about
interesting events and terms from History.
The author is pursuing BA prog at St
Stephen’s College, and interning at the
History Diaries, an initiative to revamp the
current pedagogical system of History
through tours, drama in schools

The Sanskrit term Devadasi  (dedi-
cated or married to God) is com-
monly used to refer to women who

were dedicated to worship and serve a 
deity for their entire lives. 

The origin
There are several legends tied to the

origin of this historical  practice, but his-
torians generally agree that this practice

surfaces in the historical
record during the early me-
dieval period. Young girls
were initiated into the De-
vadasi order through ritual
ceremonies where they
were married to the patron
deity of the temple, and ded-
icated to the temple. 

An important part of the De-
vadasi’s role was training in clas-

sical dance forms and
singing. These were
seen as acts of devo-
tion towards god. As a
result, devadasis were
artistes par excellence,
trained in several
dance forms 

The famous style
of Bharatnatyam , for
instance, was origi-
nally performed by de-
vadasis.Other dance
forms like Odissi are
also associated with

devadasis.  During the me-
dieval period, Devadasis
were respected figures,
next in rank only to the
priest of the temple. 
How things changed un-
der the Colonial Rule: Un-
der the colonial rule, the

practice of devadasis attained new
meaning. Devadasis  were referred
to as ‘nautch girls’ and several cam-
paigns were launched in the late
19th Century to abolish this prac-
tice.  Social reformers like Ram Mo-
han Roy, Iswhara Chandra
Vidyasagar, Govind Ranade object-
ed against the practice, and advo-

cated its abolition. During the Self
Respect Movement of 1920s, EV Ra-
maswamy Naicker pressed for the
abolition of Devadasi system. 

The first of these was the 
Devadasi Protection Act of
1934 which sought to
protect existing de-
vadasis and to pre-

vent further ini-
tiation of

women
i n t o

this
s y s -
tem. In
the 1980s,
Karnataka
and Tamil
Nadu passed
legislations for  the
rehabilitation of de-
vadasis.

GEOGRAPHY Ice floes exiting the Arctic
make a one-way trip into

warmer waters, where they
are joined by much thicker ice-

bergs that break off the Greenland
ice sheet.

Devadasis were accorded high status in
society, and often supported by royal

patronage. Misconduct against devadasis
was considered a major offence and severely

punished. At the time of their death, honours were
bestowed and grand funeral processions organised
to mourn their demise. The practice waned in North
India circa 1000 AD, and continued in South India
through the colonial period. 

DEBT
HERE ARE 4 TIPS TO GUIDE YOUR DISCUS-

SION ON THE PROS CONS OF DEBT:

TIP #1: Good debt might sound like
an oxymoron but it’s not.
Good debt helps increase a

person’s net worth – especially
in the eyes of the banks that
lend money. Of course, it’s

important to note that debt can only be good if it’s paid
back – and on time. Examples of good debt can in-
clude: a home mortgage, a car loan, student loans
for college, and borrowing money to start a busi-

ness. TIP #2: Bad debt is made by spend-
ing money on goods and services that

don’t necessarily increase your net worth
or value.  It can also be characterised by
someone spending outside of his or her
means.  Eg: Purchasing a plasma TV, ex-

pensive clothing, technology gadgets,
and luxury vacations. While these things are

nice-to-have, they don’t necessarily increase your
net worth. In fact, they drain your bank account.
TIP #3: Don’t use a credit card to purchase items
if you can’t pay the bill in full and on time. The
credit card is the easiest way to get into
bad debt – and fast. TIP #4: It’s impor-
tant for children to know that just be-
cause you have a big line of credit (a
large sum of money to spend) doesn’t
mean you need to spend it all at once.
Remember the kid in the candy store
eating too much and falling sick? 

PICTORIALLY,

EVERY NUMBER CAN BE WRITTEN IN ONLY ONE WAY.

The maximum number with 4 packets is 9999, and `1234
has 1 note/packet of `1000, 2 of `100, 3 of `10 and 4 of `1.  
The idea of 10: Understanding 10 is critical to be confi-
dent with numbers – 10 is ‘1 ten and 0 units’. 19 is ‘1 ten
and 9 units’, 100 is ‘10 tens and 0 units’, 10006 is ‘1000 ten
and 6 units’. And we have special names for 10 tens (hun-
dred), 100 tens (thou-
sands), etc.
The idea of 0: 0 is a
digit, a quantity (e.g.,
7 apples - 7 apples = 0
apples, not 0), certain-
ly 0 is NOT ‘nothing’,
and a place holder for
missing ‘packets of
quantities’, e.g., twen-
ty thousand and nine
(20009) can’t be writ-
ten unless 0 is used to
show 0 thousands, 0
hundreds, 0 tens). 
Implication of num-
bers as packets
Carry: It is a proper-
ty of numbers – sum
can’t have more than
9 packets at a position.

Borrow
It’s not a property of subtraction - bigger packets are on the left.

Division: Trailing zeroes are assumed - e.g., in 436 / 6
we divide 43 / 6 in step 1, not 430 / 6.

We will do more on numbers in 'E'.

Multiplication: Trailing zeroes are ignored in multipli-
cation - e.g., we only multiply 2 and 7, not 200 and 70 in 234
x 78 = (200 + 30 + 4) x (70 + 8) = …

By Sandeep Srivastava
Educator since 20 yrs, he 
specialises in making Maths
easy and fun 

If you have queries for Professor Srivasatava,
write to us on toinie175@gmail.com
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“A man who carries a cat by the tail learns something he can
learn in no other way.”  Mark Twain
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T
hree-time champions CSK had a flop show last season,

avoiding the wooden spoon thanks to a few victories

at the back-end of the league phase as they failed to

make the play-offs for the first time in the tournament’s

history. Here is a look at what works and what does-

n’t for the Mahendra Singh Dhoni-led team, which opens its cam-

paign by taking on Delhi Capitals in Mumbai on April 10.

STRENGTHS

➨ CSK have oodles of experience, which will stand them in good

stead in crucial situations. The inspirational leadership of

Dhoni is another advantage for the team. The return of Raina

will strengthen the batting unit, which faltered far too often

in last year’s IPL in the UAE.

➨ A batting line-up of Raina, along with Faf du Plessis, Dhoni,

Ambati Rayudu, Ravindra Jadeja, Sam Curran, new recruit

Moeen Ali and fast improving Ruturaj Gaikwad could prove

a handful for rival bowling attacks and big scores could set

the platform for the bowlers to do their job.

➨With the likes of Lungi Ngidi, Shardul Thakur, Curran, Deep-

ak Chahar in the line-up, CSK have a decent bowling unit to

test the best of batsmen in opposition ranks.

WEAKNESSES

➨ A team comprising ageing stars proved CSK’s undoing last

season and they have stuck pretty much to the core squad.

In the fast-paced world of T20s, senior stars could prove to

be a handicap.

➨ With some of the CSK players, including Dhoni, Raina, Rayudu

and Tahir having retired from international cricket and not

playing domestic games, lack of match time could hurt the

team. That apart, the captain’s waning finishing powers has

not helped the team’s cause.

➨ The decision of Australian pace ace Josh Hazelwood to pull

out of the IPL to give himself rest ahead of the hectic inter-

national season ahead will be a blow for CSK.

➨ Also, Ravindra Jadeja is returning from a long injury break

and how soon he gets back to his best will have to be seen.

Veteran Trinidad all-rounder Dwayne Bravo’s diminishing

returns, apart from his injury problems would worry CSK.

➨ With this year’s IPL matches to be played at neutral venues,

CSK, which rely so much on spin, will have to alter their

strategy, especially in Mumbai where the wickets may also

have something for pacers.

➨ The spin bowling department has experienced and skilful op-

erators but the think-tank needs to get the combination right.

Imran Tahir spent most of last season on the bench and oth-

ers like Piyush Chawla and Karn Sharma were ineffective.

OPPORTUNITIES

➨ After a forgettable 2020 season where they finished sev-

enth, things can only go north for Dhoni and his men.

Known to be slow starters, the Super Kings would need to

be at their best from the beginning to make an impact and

also get the combination right.

THREATS

➨ Poor batting let down CSK last season in the UAE and if

they don’t rework their tactics, it could hamper their

chances yet again.

➨ The pace bowlers will need to step up big time if the three-

time champions are to put up a good show, else it would be

another tough season for Dhoni & Co.

Devdutt Padikkal can unarguably be labelled

as a prodigy and has been hogging the

limelight with his stupendous performances.

He has been a run-machine in the domestic

circuit of India and had finished as the

leading run-scorer of the Vijay Hazare

Trophy and the Syed Mushtaq Ali Trophy

in the last season.

He was in top-notch form in this year’s

Vijay Hazare Trophy too and notched up 737

runs. He also struck 4 consecutive centuries

in the tournament. In the IPL too, he

showcased his outstanding skills as a

batsman and rightfully bagged the "Emerging

Player award". He plundered 473 runs and

was an indispensable part of the Royal

Challengers Bangalore (RCB) squad. His form

will be of utmost importance to RCB if they

are to fight for the elusive silverware.

DEVDUTT PADIKKAL (RCB)
All-rounders are a rare breed as

compared to other departments in

cricket and thus a lot of impo-

rtance and value is associated

with an all-rounder. A hard-

hitting and buccaneering all-

rounder who can chip in with

timely wickets is a blessing for

any team. Chennai Super Kings

(CSK) broke the bank to secure all-

rounder, Krishnappa Gowtham at the

2021 auction. They bought him for a humongous `9.25 crore.

The right arm off-break bowler has notched up 13 wickets in

IPL since 2018 and amassed 186 runs. He is widely known for

his power-hitting in the lower order and if reposed with a

little faith by MS Dhoni, Gowtham can score runs higher up

the order too. With a dearth of power-hitting spin allrounders

in the Indian team and with Yuzvendra Chahal and Kuldeep

Yadav’s form blowing hot and cold, an Indian team call-up

might be in the reckoning for Krishnappa Gowtham.

KRISHNAPPA GOWTHAM (CSK)

The return of Suresh Raina could boost the batting department but spin-reliant Chennai Super Kings will have to
adapt to conditions which may assist pacers as they seek to improve upon their nightmarish show of last season

Q1:
Pierre-Emerick

Aubameyang, Sadio Mane

and ______  shared the Premier

League Golden Boot in 2018-19?

a) Mohamed Salah  ❑ b) Thierry Henry  ❑

c) Jamie Vardy  ❑ d) Harry Kane  ❑

Q2:
Which cricketer is the only

player in the history of

Test cricket to be a part of 100

Test match wins?

a) Viv Richards  ❑ b) Mark Boucher  ❑

c) Ricky Ponting  ❑ d) Sachin Tendulkar  ❑

Q3:
Which present England
cricket international was

born in Christchurch, New Zealand,
before moving to England at the
age of 12?
a) Eoin Morgan  ❑ b) Ben Stokes  ❑

c) Jonny Bairstow  ❑ d) Jack Leach  ❑

Q4:
Who was the first
American woman to win a

judo Olympic medal, in the 2008
Olympics?
a) Kayla Harrison  ❑ b) Lynn Roethke  ❑

c) Ronda Rousey  ❑ d) Marti Malloy  ❑

Q5:
Who captained the English
team to a five nil defeat in

the 2013/14 Ashes series?
a) Alastair Cook  ❑ b) Kevin Pieterson  ❑

c) Joe Root  ❑ d) Andrew Strauss  ❑

Q6:
Robert Lewandowski is the

top scorer in the

Champions League 2019-20 season.

How many goals has he made?

a) 15  ❑ b) 14  ❑  c) 12  ❑ d) 16  ❑

Q7:
Which player scored the
fastest hat-trick in the

Premier League?
a) Sadio Mané  ❑ b) Nicolas Anelka  ❑

c) Kevin Campbell  ❑ d) Les Ferdinand  ❑

Q8:
Who won the Italian Open

Women’s Tennis Singles

title, 2019?

a) Karolina Pliskova  ❑ b) Johanna Konta  ❑

c) Naomi Osaka  ❑ d) Serena Williams  ❑

Q9:
Who was the first Indian

woman to win the World

Rapid Chess Championship?

a) Koneru Humpy  ❑ b) Judit Polger  ❑

c) Tania Sachdev  ❑ d) Harika Dronavalli  ❑

Q10:
Which badminton

player has won a

record five World Championships

in men’s singles?

a) Lin Dan  ❑ b) Chen Jin  ❑

c) Kento Momota  ❑ d) Peter Gade  ❑

Q11:
How many Grand Slam

titles has Roger Federer

won so far?

a) 10  ❑ b) 20  ❑ c) 30  ❑ d) 15  ❑

QUIZ TIME!

Robert
Lewandowski
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ANSWERS: 1 a) Mohamed Salah

2 c) Ricky Ponting  3 b) Ben Stokes

4 c) Ronda Rousey   5 a) Alastair Cook

6 a) 15   7 a) Sadio Mané   8 a) Karolina Pliskova

9 a) Koneru Humpy   10 a) Lin Dan  11 b) 20

Mahendra Singh Dhoni (Captain), Suresh Raina, Ambati Rayudu,
KM Asif, Deepak Chahar, Dwayne Bravo, Faf du Plessis, Imran
Tahir, N Jagadeesan, Karn Sharma, Lungi Ngidi, Mitchell
Santner, Ravindra Jadeja, Ruturaj Gaikwad, Shardul Thakur,
Sam Curran, R Sai Kishore, Moeen Ali, K Gowtham, Cheteshwar
Pujara, Harishankar Reddy, Bhagath Varma, C Hari Nishanth.

CHENNAI SUPER KINGS SQUAD
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3 INDIAN YOUNGSTERS TO LOOK OUT FOR IN IPL

Wily leg-spinner Ravi Bishnoi of the

Punjab Kings (PBKS) will be a force

to reckon with when it comes to the

bowling department in the IPL. He had

impressed everyone with his bowling

antics in the Under-19 World Cup of 2020

and ended up as the highest wicket-

taker of that tournament, with 17 scalps.

He carried his rich vein of form in the

IPL too and picked up 12 wickets at an

economy of 7.37.

Bishnoi has time and again bamboozled

the batsman with his clever variations

and will play a huge role for the Punjab

franchise. Playing under the stewardship

of Wasim Jaffer, Anil Kumble and KL

Rahul will augur well for the youngster

from Rajasthan.

RAVI BISHNOI (PBKS)
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The IPL has been a breeding ground for talented youngsters with an ability to weave magic. We believe

Devdutt Padikkal of RCB, Ravi Bishnoi of PBKS and Krishnappa Gowtham of CSK can have a stellar IPL 2021

Suresh Raina


